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Abstract – In a project on the biodiversity of chickens funded by the European Commission

(EC), eight laboratories collaborated to assess the genetic variation within and between 52 pop-

ulations from a wide range of chicken types. Twenty-two di-nucleotide microsatellite markers

were used to genotype DNA pools of 50 birds from each population. The polymorphism meas-

ures for the average, the least polymorphic population (inbred C line) and the most polymorphic

population (Gallus gallus spadiceus) were, respectively, as follows: number of alleles per locus,

per population: 3.5, 1.3 and 5.2; average gene diversity across markers: 0.47, 0.05 and 0.64; and

proportion of polymorphic markers: 0.91, 0.25 and 1.0. These were in good agreement with the

breeding history of the populations. For instance, unselected populations were found to be more

polymorphic than selected breeds such as layers. Thus DNA pools are effective in the preliminary

assessment of genetic variation of populations and markers. Mean genetic distance indicates

the extent to which a given population shares its genetic diversity with that of the whole tested

gene pool and is a useful criterion for conservation of diversity. The distribution of population-

specific (private) alleles and the amount of genetic variation shared among populations supports

the hypothesis that the red jungle fowl is the main progenitor of the domesticated chicken.

genetic distance / polymorphism / red jungle fowl / DNA markers / domesticated chicken

1. INTRODUCTION

It is widely accepted that all populations of domesticated chickens descend

from a single ancestor, the Red Jungle Fowl (RJF) (Gallus gallus), originating

in Southeast Asia. Although it has been claimed that other wild species of

Gallus might have contributed to the domesticated chicken [5], the more widely

accepted view is that Gallus gallus gallus alone is sufficient to account for the

maternal ancestry of the domesticated chicken [14,15]. At the present time,

the improved Mediterranean type populations are the most closely related

to the RJF, which were the first chickens brought into Europe [33]. Much

later, with the massive use of selection and crossbreeding, local breeds and

lines in different parts of Europe were developed, and Asian breeds of the

Chinese and Malay types were introduced. All of these sources contributed

to the modern biodiversity of chicken populations. Inter-crossing, however,

may have partly extinguished differences among groups or breeds, with the

result that genetic relationships between chicken populations are not always

definitive. Furthermore, only some of these sources were used to develop

the populations which currently dominate the world’s poultry industry [6,27].

Since the start of commercial poultry breeding in the middle of the 20th century,

chicken genetic diversity has become partitioned among relatively few highly

specialized lines. As a consequence, many dual-purpose breeds, resulting

from centuries of domestication and breeding, are now at the risk of being lost.

These breeds may, however, represent a resource of genes for future breeding

and research purposes. Therefore, it is necessary to assess the diversity at the

molecular level in a wide range of chicken populations, including commercial

lines, traditional breeds, experimental lines and the red jungle fowl, in order

to provide recommendations regarding future management or conservation of
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these populations. Although decisions on conservation of genetic resource

populations should rely upon several sources of information, including specific

traits of interest, molecular markers may serve as an important initial guide [1].

In the process of developing strategies to conserve genetic diversity in domestic

chickens, it is important to assess quantitatively the genetic uniqueness of a

given population [43], which may be deduced from genetic distances.

Recent advances in molecular technology have provided new opportunities to

assess genetic variability at the DNA level. Currently, microsatellites are widely

used since they are numerous, randomly distributed in the genome, highly

polymorphic, and show co-dominant inheritance [20,30]. Many microsatellites

have recently become available in chickens, and have been mapped in reference

populations [4,8,9,22]. These markers provide a powerful tool for QTL

research, and have also been successfully used to study the genetic relationship

between and within chicken populations [36,40,41,45,48]. Reliable inform-

ation on allele frequencies was obtained from chicken blood or DNA pools

using minisatellite markers [12,13,24,25], as well as microsatellites [10,31].

This article reports on the results of the AVIANDIV EC-funded research

project [26,44,47]. The aim of the study was to evaluate the gene-pool of 52

chicken populations from a wide range of origins. The results may prove to be

valuable for the future conservation of genetic resources of chickens.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Where possible and relevant, throughout this report, chicken lines, popula-

tions, and breeds will be referred to as populations. General information on

these populations is presented in Table I and details were reported by Tixier-

Boichard et al. [44]. Information on the markers is given in Table II and a brief

description of the populations, markers and genotyping is given below.

2.1. Populations and animals

Fifty-two populations were chosen to represent as many European countries

as possible and to cover a wide range of populations differing by selection

history and current management. We aimed to sample the same number

of males and females from as many families as possible, for a total of 50

chickens per population. Sampled populations were classified a priori into

six types (Tab. I). Type 1 includes two subspecies of the Red Jungle Fowl,

Gallus gallus gallus and G. g. spadiceus which were recently caught in the wild.

Type 2 represents five domesticated but unselected chicken populations with

substantial morphological variation. Type 3 represents 23 standardized breeds,

where selection has been done, either recently or in the past, on morphological

traits according to a phenotypic standard. Type 4 encompasses 13 experimental

or commercial, white- or brown-egg layer lines. Type 5 includes eight lines
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Table I. Information on populations. (continued on the next page)

Population Type
∗

Origin Founder
∗∗

Creation
∗∗∗

Size (range)

Name No.

Gallus gallus spadiceus 101 1 Thailand b 1997 100

Gallus gallus gallus 102 1 Thailand b 1997 165

Fayoumi 04 3 Egypt b 1978 50–300

Bedouin 05 2 Israel a 1995 30–50

Westfaeliche Totleger 06 3 Germany b 1904 900

Sundheimer 07 3 Germany c 1886 100–500

Light Brown Leghorn 08 3 Germany b 1870 (large)

Owl-bearded (Uilenbaarder) 09 3 The Netherlands a 1650 200

Friesian fowl 10 3 The Netherlands a (unknown) 50

Bresse noire 11 4.2 France b 1995 400–2500

Houdan 12 3 France c 1994 50–200

Marans 13 3 France c 1988 200–350

Dorking 14 3 Great-Britain b 1986 85

Cochin 15 3 China b 1946 130

Icelandic landrace 16 2 Iceland a 900 2000–4000

Finnish Landrace 17 2 Finland c 1900 600–1000

Old Scand. Ref. Pop. 18 3 Denmark c 1969 200–700

Jaerhoens 19 3 Norway a 1916 300–400

Sicilienne Buttercup 20 3 Italy- Sicilia b 1990 150

Padovana 21 3 Italy b 1986 35–350

Black Castellana 22 3 Spain a 1975 200–300

Red Villafranquina 23 3 Spain a 1980 200–300

Czech Golden Pencilled 24 3 Czech Republic c 1995 500–1000

Oravka hen 25 3 Slovakia c 1994 50–100

Transsylv. Naked Neck 26 3 Hungary a 1990 70–220

Green-legged Partridge 27 3 Poland a 1950 1600

Orlov 28 3 Russia c 1960 2000

Yurlov crower, in Russia 2901 3 Russia c 1976 10 000

Yurlov crower, in Ukrainia 2902 2 Ukraine b 1870 140–700

Ukrainian bearded 30 2 Ukraine b 1850 74–105

Poltava clay 31 3 Ukraine b 1870 2000–6000

C line 32 6 Czech Republic a 1932 180–600

Gödöllö Nhx, 33 4.15 Hungary c 1996 600–8000

Line Sarcoma-Resistant 3401 4.10 USA, now in

Germany

b 1965 200

Line Sarcoma-Susceptible 3402 4.10 USA, now in

Germany

b 1965 200

White-egg layer A 37 4.3 commercial b 1959 6000

Brown-egg layer A 38 4.4 commercial b 1979 5000

Broiler dam line A 39 5.1 commercial c 1980 10 000

Broiler sire line A 40 5.2 commercial c 1980 10 000

Broiler dam line B 41 5.1 commercial a 1960 5000–30 000

Broiler sire line B 42 5.2 commercial b 1970 10 000–70 000

Brown-egg layer B 43 4.4 commercial c 1960 5000

Brown-egg layer line C 44 4.4 commercial b 1960 5000

Brown-egg layer line D 45 4.4 commercial b 1962 1000
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Table I. Continued.

Population Type
∗

Origin Founder
∗∗

Creation
∗∗∗

Size (range)

Name No.

Brown-egg layer line E 46 4.4 commercial b 1955 600

Broiler sire line C 47 5.2 commercial a 1974 confidentiel

Broiler dam line C 48 5.1 commercial a 1974 confidentiel

Broiler sire line D 49 5.2 commercial a 1992 8000

Broiler dam line D 50 5.1 commercial b 1970 5000–20 000

Ab line, high 51 4.15 The Netherlands c 1980 75–300

Ab line, low 52 4.15 The Netherlands c 1980 75–300

Ab line, control 53 4.15 The Netherlands c 1980 110–250

∗ type: 1 = wild population; 2 = domesticated unselected breed; 3 = standardized breed selected

on morphology; 4 = Layers, selected on quantitative traits; 5 = Broilers, selected on quantitative

traits; 6 = inbred line.

Detailed information for type 4: 4.10 = experimental White Leghorn; 4.15 = experimental

brown egg layer; 4.2 = commercial white egg layer not White Leghorn; 4.3 = commercial White

Leghorn; 4.4 = commercial brown-egg layer.

Detailed information for type 5: 5.1 = commercial broiler dam line; 5.2 = commercial broiler

sire line.
∗∗ founder: a = small flock; b = one breed; c = a cross between several breeds.
∗∗∗ estimate for the Creation Time of the sampled flocks.

of meat type chickens: four broiler dam-lines and four broiler sire-lines. For

lines of types 4 and 5, selection has been applied on a quantitative trait or on

an index. Experimental lines included two sets of divergently selected lines.

Type 6 is an inbred line.

2.2. Blood and DNA samples

Blood samples of 2–4 mL were collected from the wing vein with Sarstedt

Syringes containing EDTA as an anti-coagulating agent. In 20 populations,

blood samples were collected on the same day and blood cells from individual

birds were obtained from fresh blood by centrifugation and were re-suspended

in an equal volume of PBS/Sucrose (1v/1v). DNA pools from each population

were used to reduce the amount of genotyping. An aliquot of 50 µL of blood

cells in PBS/Sucrose from each bird in a population was taken to prepare its

blood pool. Individual blood samples and blood pools were frozen at −25 ◦C.

High molecular weight DNA was extracted from 80 µL of the blood pool,

following several steps of haemolysis, proteinase K incubation, precipitation

in dimethyl-formamide/acetone (95v/5v), re-suspension in TE, ethanol precip-

itation and final re-suspension in 2 mL TE. For the other 32 populations, a blood

pool could not be made properly, either because the individual blood samples

had been frozen, or because their quality was not good enough. Consequently,

DNA was extracted from individual blood samples and the pooled DNA sample
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Table II. Polymorphism measures of the 22 microsatellites; marker names, location: chromosome and position, allele size range,

number of alleles across populations and per population, average, minimum and maximum values of gene diversity and frequency of

polymorphic populations. Loci are sorted by decreasing average values of gene diversity.

Marker Location Allele size* Number of alleles Gene diversity Freq. polym.

populations (P)

Chromosome Position Aver. S.D. Range

(bp)

Across

populations

Per

population

Aver. Min. Max.

MCW34 2 230 230 5.9 30 16 6.5 0.68 0.19 0.88 0.98

ADL268 1 288 112 3.3 20 10 4.5 0.63 0.13 0.78 0.98

MCW69 E60C04W23 23 161 4.1 23 12 5.4 0.61 0.18 0.88 1.00

LEI192 6 114 271 14.7 74 23 5.4 0.59 0.28 0.80 0.96

MCW183 7 79 307 8.2 36 16 5.1 0.59 0.02 0.81 0.92

ADL112 10 0 132 2.5 12 7 3.8 0.55 0.15 0.75 1.00

MCW295 4 75 96 3.6 16 9 3.4 0.51 0.15 0.80 0.94

MCW206 2 104 233 4.1 31 14 4.0 0.51 0.07 0.77 0.98

MCW111 1 118 104 2.3 20 9 3.6 0.51 0.13 0.75 1.00

MCW14 6 96 184 5.7 26 13 4.2 0.50 0.11 0.78 1.00

MCW330 17 41 280 8.9 39 10 3.1 0.48 0.10 0.81 0.86

ADL278 8 87 118 4.2 15 5 2.8 0.47 0.32 0.71 0.92

MCW78 8 87 143 2.5 13 7 3.4 0.44 0.16 0.73 0.90

MCW37 3 317 157 1.5 8 5 2.4 0.43 0.03 0.67 0.87

MCW67 10 61 181 2.8 10 6 2.5 0.41 0.06 0.74 0.92

MCW81 5 123 122 8.7 23 12 4.2 0.41 0.02 0.79 0.88

MCW222 3 86 223 2.1 10 6 2.4 0.39 0.02 0.71 0.85

MCW216 13 28 146 1.4 14 6 2.2 0.38 0.06 0.67 0.86

MCW284 4 167 245 4.8 46 10 2.0 0.33 0.13 0.81 0.84

MCW103 3 210 273 2.0 12 7 2.5 0.33 0.10 0.66 0.86

MCW248 1 20 218 2.7 10 5 2.1 0.31 0.04 0.66 0.71

MCW98 4 217 264 1.0 6 4 1.8 0.29 0.06 0.55 0.69

Average 191 4.4 22.4 9.6 3.5 0.47 0.11 0.75 0.91
∗ allele size = size of the PCR product which includes the microsatellite repeats.
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was prepared by aliquoting equal amounts of individual DNA, as measured by

spectrophotometry. Prior to genotyping, the concentration of the DNA pools

was standardized to 100 ng · µL−1 in TE solution. The genotyping of the 52

populations was done for 22 microsatellite loci.

2.3. Genotyping at microsatellite loci

A set of 22 (CA)n di-nucleotide microsatellite markers, which are as uni-

formly distributed as possible throughout the chicken genome, was tested

for their use in DNA pools. The markers and their genomic position are

listed in Table II. Peak scoring on an ABI sequencer was used to estimate

microsatellite allele frequencies as detailed in Crooijmans et al. [10]. PCR

products of different markers were pooled in such a way that each marker

signal on the ABI sequencers did not exceed a peak height of about 1000

to 1500. Fragment sizes were determined relative to the GENESCAN-350

TAMRA with the GENESCAN fragment analysis software (Perkin Elmer,

Applied Biosystems Division). Subsequently GENOTYPER software (Perkin

Elmer, Applied Biosystems Division) was used for automated fragment calling

and the generation of an output table containing the fragments for the different

loci and the peak areas for each of these fragments. Finally, these peak areas

were used to calculate the relative fragment frequencies for all peaks of each

locus. These frequencies were used in this study as the allele frequencies.

However, alleles scored from DNA pools using an ABI sequencer, might

be artefacts and stutter bands rather than real alleles. We assumed that this

difficulty would be relevant equally to all populations and most markers.

2.4. Gene diversity estimate

Using the calculated allele frequencies Pmi for population m and allele i, gene

diversity (Hm), namely the expected heterozygosity under Hardy-Weinberg

assumptions, is:

Hm = 1 −

∑

i

P2

mi
. (1)

An average H was calculated for each locus across populations and for each

population across loci.

2.5. Genetic distance estimates

Three genetic distances based on allele frequencies were used: the Nei

genetic distance [34], Cavalli-Sforza chord measure [3] and Reynolds genetic

distance [38]. Additionally, the delta-mu-squared distance [18,19], based

on allele size, was applied. Pairwise distances between each pair of the 52

populations (1326 estimates) were calculated for each measure.
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2.6. Statistical analyses

Correlation coefficients and rank correlations were estimated using JMP 4.0

software [28].

2.7. Calculation of the mutation rate

We used the information on the history of the two Sarcoma lines 3401 and

3402 (see Tab. I) and their microsatellites data to estimate the mutation rate of

microsatellites in chickens. These lines were divergently selected for resistance

or susceptibility to Rous Sarcoma Viruses (RSV) A and B of 2-to-3 wk old

chickens [23]. The two sub-lines have been kept separately for 25 generations.

The two lines had 74 different alleles of which only 46 (62%) were shared. At

each of the 25 generations, ten sires were selected from each line and mated to

approximately 100 dams. In this process, 220 gametes were involved at each

generation and for each line, to produce the next generation. We scored the

number of microsatellite alleles specific to each of the two lines in comparison

to the other one.

3. RESULTS

Raw data and basic results such as genetic distances between population pairs

of the current study, can be obtained from the Poultry Biodiversity database at:

http://w3.tzv.fal.de/aviandiv/index.html.

A total of 3760 allele frequencies were obtained. Amongst the 1144 possible

typings (22 markers × 52 populations), 77 (6.7%) were missing due to technical

difficulties, mainly for three loci: ADL278, MCW14, and MCW330, with

missing data on 27, 15, and 15 populations, respectively. For the remaining 19

markers, only 20 (2.0%) genotyping data points were missing.

3.1. Polymorphism of markers

As shown in Table II, all 22 markers were polymorphic in at least 69% of the

populations, and 91% of the populations were polymorphic. The mean number

of alleles was 9.6 across populations and 3.5 within populations, and average

gene diversity was 0.47. Among the 22 tested markers, the most polymorphic

was MCW34 with 16 alleles across populations and, on average, 6.5 alleles per

population. The gene diversity of MCW34 was 0.68 and 98% of the populations

were polymorphic for this marker. At the other extreme, marker MCW98 was

the least polymorphic, with four alleles across populations, 1.8 alleles per

population, and a gene diversity of 0.29; in addition it was polymorphic in 69%

of the populations.
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Table III. Correlation coefficients between polymorphism measures of markers and

their statistical significance (p).

Polymorphism measure Alleles across

populations

Alleles per

population

Expected

heterozygosity

Size difference 0.87 0.51 0.41

(0.00001) (0.01) (n.s.†)

Alleles across populations 0.81 0.65

(< 0.00001) (0.0011)

Alleles per population 0.91

(< 0.00001)

† n.s. = non significant.

The associations between the various measurements of marker polymorph-

ism are presented in Table III. The number of alleles across the populations

was highly correlated with the difference between the smallest and the largest

allele at a locus (r = 0.87) and as expected, with the number of alleles per

population (r = 0.81). Gene diversity was highly correlated with the number

of alleles per population (r = 0.91) but to a lesser extent with the number of

alleles across populations (r = 0.65). Based on these associations, it turned

out that the markers LEI192 and MCW284 had more alleles across populations

than expected from their average number of alleles per population and marker

MCW34 had less alleles across populations than expected from its average per

population.

3.2. Diversity of populations

Table IV presents the diversity measures of the 52 populations. Average

gene diversity (H) within the 52 populations across all 22 loci was 0.47 and the

average number of alleles was 3.5. The least polymorphic population was the

inbred “C line”, with a gene diversity (H) of 0.05 and 1.3 alleles per locus across

all markers. The next to lowest was Padovana, a fancy breed with a narrow

base in Northern Italy, with H = 0.17, and 1.8 alleles. The most polymorphic

population was the Gallus gallus spadiceus, with H = 0.64 and an average

of 5.2 alleles, followed by the population of Yurlov Crower in Russia, with

H = 0.62 and 4.8 alleles.

Within these extreme populations, there was variation across marker loci.

In the inbred C line, the polymorphism ranged from H = 0.39 and two alleles

for marker ADL268 to H = 0 at 15 of the remaining loci. Similarly, in Gallus

gallus spadiceus, polymorphism varied between H = 0.88 and 11 alleles

(MCW69), to H = 0.20 and 2 alleles (MCW222).
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Table IV. Polymorphism measures of the 52 populations. Frequency of polymorphic markers (P), gene diversity across markers (H),

average number of alleles per locus across all markers, means of genetic distances (MGD) between each population and all other

populations. The four genetic distance estimates are of Nei, Reynolds (Rey), Cavalli-Sforza (CSf) and (δµ)2. Cavalli-Sforza genetic

distance of each population from G. g. gallus. Number of specific alleles found over all loci. The populations are sorted according to the

gene diversity values (H). (continued on the next page)

Population Type ∗ P H Allele/
locus

MGD
Nei

MGD
Rey

MGD
CSf

MGD
(δµ)2

GD from
G.g.g. (CSf)

private alleles
(> 10%)

Gallus gallus spadiceus 1 1 0.64 5.2 0.47 0.24 0.25 3.15 0.11 3 (2)
Yurlov crower, in Russia 3 1 0.62 4.8 0.36 0.21 0.24 5.76 0.21 8 (4)
Broiler dam line D 5.1 1 0.62 4.2 0.29 0.19 0.22 3.21 0.18 0
Gallus gallus gallus 1 1 0.60 4.4 0.42 0.23 0.28 4.66 0.00 2 (0)
Godollo Nhx 4.15 1 0.60 4.7 0.36 0.21 0.22 4.32 0.19 0
Orlov 3 1 0.60 4.2 0.41 0.23 0.28 4.47 0.22 2 (1)
Finnish Landrace 2 1 0.59 4.1 0.30 0.19 0.23 3.07 0.21 1 (0)
Bedouin 2 0.95 0.58 4.4 0.31 0.20 0.23 3.25 0.22 0
Yurlov crower, in Ukraine 2 1 0.58 4.1 0.38 0.23 0.27 4.43 0.25 0
Ukrainian bearded 2 1 0.57 4.1 0.34 0.22 0.24 2.73 0.20 0
Broiler dam line A 5.1 0.95 0.57 3.8 0.36 0.22 0.27 4.58 0.23 0
Broiler sire line A 5.2 0.95 0.55 4.4 0.32 0.21 0.23 3.18 0.20 1 (0)
Cochin 3 1 0.54 3.6 0.53 0.29 0.35 5.28 0.24 0
Owl-bearded (Uilenbaarder) 3 1 0.54 3.9 0.37 0.23 0.26 2.58 0.25 0
Transsylvanian Naked Neck 3 1 0.53 4.0 0.44 0.26 0.29 3.17 0.22 0
Green-legged Partridge 3 0.90 0.53 3.5 0.47 0.28 0.34 3.13 0.30 1 (1)
Oravka hen 3 0.90 0.52 3.8 0.34 0.23 0.27 3.86 0.23 0
Poltava clay 3 0.95 0.51 3.7 0.47 0.28 0.30 4.64 0.30 1 (0)
Ab line, high 4.15 1 0.51 3.5 0.45 0.27 0.31 4.66 0.25 1 (0)
Ab line, control 4.15 1 0.51 3.7 0.41 0.26 0.29 5.83 0.21 0
Dorking 3 1 0.50 3.7 0.39 0.25 0.30 3.34 0.29 1 (1)
Bresse noire 4.2 0.90 0.50 3.7 0.40 0.26 0.29 3.60 0.25 1 (0)
Sicilienne Buttercup 3 0.90 0.50 3.5 0.41 0.27 0.32 5.54 0.32 3 (2)
Sundheimer 3 0.95 0.49 3.3 0.45 0.29 0.34 3.91 0.26 0
Broiler dam line B 5.1 0.85 0.49 3.8 0.42 0.27 0.31 4.37 0.23 0
Czech Golden Pencilled 3 0.91 0.49 3.6 0.38 0.26 0.28 4.18 0.21 1 (0)
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Table IV. Continued.

Population Type ∗ P H Allele/
locus

MGD
Nei

MGD
Rey

MGD
CSf

MGD
(δµ)2

GD from
G.g.g. (CSf)

private alleles
(> 10%)

Red Villafranquina 3 0.91 0.48 3.9 0.40 0.26 0.27 3.01 0.22 1 (0)
Icelandic landrace 2 0.86 0.48 3.7 0.36 0.25 0.27 3.95 0.23 0
Broiler sire line B 5.2 0.95 0.47 3.4 0.42 0.27 0.32 4.46 0.29 0
Brown egg layer D 4.4 0.94 0.47 3.5 0.49 0.30 0.34 8.76 0.27 0
Brown egg layer A 4.4 0.76 0.46 3.1 0.49 0.31 0.37 10.00 0.31 0
Ab line, low 4.15 0.95 0.46 3.6 0.45 0.29 0.32 4.06 0.26 0
Old Scand. Ref. Pop. 3 0.90 0.45 3.4 0.41 0.28 0.31 5.08 0.28 0
Brown egg layer B 4.4 0.89 0.45 3.1 0.40 0.28 0.33 1.99 0.28 0
Broiler sire line D 5.2 0.95 0.44 3.4 0.40 0.26 0.31 3.59 0.25 1 (1)
Westfaeliche Totleger 3 0.95 0.44 3.4 0.44 0.29 0.33 3.54 0.30 0
Brown egg layer C 4.4 0.95 0.44 3.3 0.53 0.32 0.36 8.08 0.31 0
Broiler sire line C 5.2 0.95 0.44 2.8 0.39 0.28 0.34 3.16 0.29 0
Black Castellana 3 0.91 0.44 3.3 0.49 0.32 0.35 3.92 0.30 0
Broiler dam line C 5.1 0.84 0.42 2.7 0.49 0.33 0.41 4.04 0.39 0
Marans 3 0.90 0.42 3.1 0.43 0.31 0.36 4.49 0.30 0
Light Brown Leghorn 3 0.95 0.41 3.4 0.46 0.31 0.34 4.51 0.30 1 (0)
Brown egg layer E 4.4 0.90 0.39 3.5 0.57 0.36 0.36 7.67 0.22 1 (1)
Friesian fowl 3 0.90 0.39 3.4 0.38 0.29 0.31 3.69 0.27 0
Line Sarcoma Susceptible 4.1 0.95 0.38 2.9 0.47 0.33 0.37 5.98 0.31 0
Line Sarcoma Resistant 4.1 0.95 0.37 2.9 0.45 0.33 0.37 5.49 0.26 0
Fayoumi 3 0.76 0.35 3.0 0.61 0.39 0.44 5.75 0.32 0
Jaerhoens 3 0.71 0.34 2.9 0.58 0.39 0.44 5.32 0.44 0
White egg layer A 4.3 0.81 0.33 2.7 0.52 0.38 0.43 5.32 0.36 0
Houdan 3 0.62 0.22 2.2 0.53 0.44 0.48 5.96 0.42 0
Padovana 3 0.50 0.17 1.8 0.60 0.49 0.58 5.64 0.56 1 (0)
C line 6 0.25 0.05 1.3 0.80 0.61 0.75 6.59 0.58 1 (1)

Average 0.90 0.47 3.52 0.44 0.29 0.33 4.59 0.27 0.62 (0.27)

∗ type: 1 = wild-type; 2 = domesticated unselected breed; 3 = Standardized breed selected on morphology; 4 = Layers, selected on quantitative traits;
5 = Broilers, selected on quantitative traits; 6 = inbred line. Layer (4) details: 4.10 = experimental White Leghorn; 4.15 = experimental brown egg
layer; 4.2 = commercial white egg layer not White Leghorn; 4.3 = commercial White Leghorn; 4.4 = commercial brown-egg layer. Broiler (5) details:
5.1 = commercial broiler dam line; 5.2 = commercial broiler sire line.
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In Table IV, the 52 populations are ordered according to decreasing average

gene diversity (H) values across the 22 loci. To examine the stability of the H

values, an average H over 22 possible subsets of markers, each eliminating one

different marker, was calculated for each population. The average H, based on

the 22 subsets, gave identical order of populations to the original H.

3.3. Population-specific (private) alleles

In total, 213 different alleles were scored across the 52 populations and

the 22 marker loci. Most of these alleles (181) were found in more than

one population. For the 52 populations, the 32 private alleles are indicated

in Table IV. The majority of the populations had either no private alleles

(33 populations) or a single one (14 populations) and only one population,

the Yurlov crower (in Russia) had eight private alleles. The RJF subspecies:

Gallus gallus gallus and Gallus gallus spadiceus with two and three private

alleles respectively are worth mentioning. Taken together, the 50 domesticated

populations had 91 alleles which are missing in the two RJF populations. In

turn, RJF had eight private alleles which were absent in the domesticated gene

pool. Among the 32 private alleles, only 14 had frequencies higher than 10%.

3.4. Mean genetic distances of the 52 populations

Four estimates of genetic distance were calculated between each pair of

populations (1326 pairwise distances for each of the four estimates). These are

presented in the Poultry Biodiversity database.

For each of the 52 populations and separately for the four different estimates,

we calculated the mean genetic distance (MGD) between a given population

and all other 51 populations (Tab. IV). MGD shows a clear tendency to increase

as polymorphism decreases. This tendency is typical of the MGD estimates

based on gene frequencies [all except (δµ)2]. For instance, Reynolds MGD

values ranged between 0.19 for the Broiler dam line D and Finnish Landrace,

to 0.61 for the inbred C line. Other MGD had different values according to

the distance used. Figure 1 presents the detailed association between average

number of alleles and MGD based on Cavalli-Sforza’s distance.

3.5. Diversity between and within types of populations

Examination of Table V reveals the following: types 1 (wild type) and 2

(unselected breeds) were the most polymorphic populations (H = 0.62 and

0.56, and number of alleles per locus, na, are 4.8 and 4.1 respectively). Type 6

(inbred) was the least polymorphic (H = 0.05 and na = 1.3). On average,

layers (type 4; H = 0.45 and na = 3.4) were slightly less polymorphic

than broilers (type 5; H = 0.57 and na = 3.6). Among layers, Brown-egg
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Figure 1. Association between the average number of alleles for each of the 52

populations and their mean genetic distance (MGD) from the remaining populations,

based on the Cavalli-Sforza distance. The points are marked according to their chicken

types.

layers were the most polymorphic, while White Leghorn breeds (sub-types 4.3

and 4.10) were less polymorphic than non-Leghorn white-egg layer breeds.

Among broilers, negligible differences were found between the four dam-lines

(sub-type 5.1) and the four sire-lines (sub-type 5.2). Populations of type 3

(standardized breeds, selected on morphology), had extremely different levels

of polymorphism (Tab. IV and Fig. 1) ranging from the most polymorphic such

as Yurlov Crower from Russia and Orlov, to the least polymorphic (except for

the inbred C line) such as Houdan and Padovana.

In Table V polymorphism measures (H, P and number of alleles) are given

for the types and sub-types. Similarly, mean genetic distance (MGD) values

are given, as well as the distance computed relative to the MGD values of

G. g. gallus. It is worth noting that there is a negative association between

polymorphism measures and the relative MGD values (compared to RJF) shown

in parentheses. For instance, the Reynolds MGD value of the inbred C line was

260% relative to that of the G. g. gallus populations while the five polymorphic

unselected populations were even lower than that of the G. g. gallus (93%).
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Table V. Polymorphism measures of population categories and sub-categories.

Category Sub

cat.

N

pops.

P H Alleles/

locus ∗∗

MGD-

Nei ∗

MGD-

Rey ∗

MGD-

CSf ∗

MGD-

(δµ)2 ∗

GD from

G.g.g.

(CSf)

Private

alleles

(> 10%)

1- Wild type 2 1 0.62 4.8 0.45 (100) 0.24 (100) 0.27 (100) 3.91 (100) 0.06 2.50 (1)

2- Unselected 5 0.96 0.56 4.1 0.34 (76) 0.22 (93) 0.25 (94) 3.49 (89) 0.22 0.20 (0)

3- Morph. Selec. 23 0.89 0.46 3.5 0.45 (101) 0.30 (127) 0.34 (128) 4.38 (112) 0.29 0.87 (0.39)

4- Layers 13 0.92 0.45 3.4 0.46 (104) 0.30 (128) 0.34 (127) 5.83 (149) 0.27 0.23 (0.08)

Exper./White/Leg+ 4.1 2 0.95 0.38 2.9 0.46 (103) 0.33 (140) 0.37 (140) 5.74 (147) 0.28 0 (0)

Exper./Brown 4.15 4 0.99 0.52 3.9 0.42 (94) 0.26 (110) 0.29 (108) 4.72 (121) 0.23 0.25 (0)

Com./White/Leg− 4.2 1 0.90 0.50 3.7 0.40 (90) 0.26 (111) 0.29 (109) 3.60 (92) 0.25 1 (0)

Com./White/Leg+ 4.3 1 0.81 0.33 2.7 0.52 (117) 0.38 (162) 0.43 (162) 5.32 (136) 0.36 0 (0)

Com./Brown 4.4 5 0.89 0.44 3.3 0.50 (111) 0.31 (134) 0.35 (133) 7.30 (187) 0.28 0.20 (0.20)

5- Broilers 8 0.93 0.57 3.6 0.39 (87) 0.25 (108) 0.30 (114) 3.82 (98) 0.26 0.25 (0.125)

Dam lines 5.1 4 0.91 0.53 3.6 0.39 (88) 0.25 (107) 0.30 (114) 4.05 (104) 0.26 0 (0)

Sire lines 5.2 4 0.95 0.80 3.5 0.38 (86) 0.26 (109) 0.30 (113) 3.60 (92) 0.26 0.50 (0.25)

6- Inbred 1 0.25 0.05 1.3 0.80 (180) 0.61 (260) 0.75 (283) 6.59 (169) 0.58 1 (1)

Total/average 52 0.90 0.47 3.5 0.44 (98) 0.29 (122) 0.33 (124) 4.59 (118) 0.27 0.62 (0.27)

P = frequency of polymorphic markers; H = gene diversity across markers; MGD = mean genetic distance estimates based on Nei,

Reynolds (Rey), Cavalli-Sforza (CSf) and (δµ)2 genetic distances. ∗ the mean genetic distance (MGD) values, relative (%) to that of

the Red Jungle Fowl are given in parentheses. ∗∗ number of alleles, per locus, per population. # genetic distance from the Red Jungle

Fowl based on the Cavalli-Sfortza measure.
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Table VI. Correlation coefficients between measurements of Table IV.

MGD Polymorphism

Reynolds Cavalli (δµ)2 P H Alleles/locus

MGD Nei 0.92 0.90 0.56 −0.74 −0.78 −0.71
∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗

Reynolds 0.98 0.47 −0.89 −0.95 −0.88
∗∗∗∗ 0.0004 ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗

Cavalli 0.45 −0.90 −0.93 −0.90

0.0008 ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗

(δµ)2
−0.36 −0.38 −0.36

0.009 0.004 0.008

Polym. P 0.86 0.78
∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗

H 0.93
∗∗∗∗

∗∗∗∗
= significance at p < 10−5; n.s. = non significant; P = frequency of poly-

morphic markers; H = gene diversity across markers; MGD = means of genetic

distances from other populations; Alleles/locus = number of alleles across markers.

3.6. Associations between polymorphism measurements

of populations

Correlations between seven of the measurements in Table IV are recorded in

Table VI. Polymorphism estimates were significantly and negatively associated

with the three MGD values that are based on gene frequencies (see also Fig. 1).

MGD based on the (δµ)2 approach was poorly associated with polymorphism.

The correlation coefficients between MGD values and gene diversity were

slightly higher than those with the proportion of polymorphic markers (P).

The highest association was between gene diversity and MGD values obtained

from Reynolds estimates; r = −0.95. The associations between the different

MGD measures were positive and highly significant, except for that based

on (δµ)2.

3.7. Mutation rate of microsatellites

From the DNA pool of the RSV resistant line 3401, we scored 14 private

alleles that were absent in the RSV susceptible line 3402 and for the susceptible

line we scored 14 such alleles. The total number of gametes involved was

11 000 (440 gametes × 25 generations). The mutation rate per microsatellite

per locus per generation was: 28/(11 000 gametes × 22 loci) = 1.16 × 10−4.
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Data reliability

In general, the results reported here were in good agreement with what is

known of the history of the populations and with previous scientific reports.

For instance, the feral populations and the domesticated unselected populations

were the most polymorphic, while the inbred and the White Leghorn lines were

far less polymorphic. This suggests that use of DNA pools, the chosen markers

and the biometrical tools described in this report, provide reliable estimates

for the population’s biodiversity (see also [10,12,13,24,25,31]). Furthermore,

polymorphism estimates obtained from these DNA pools were found to be in

good agreement with those obtained from individually typing a subset of 30

birds from 20 populations (unpublished data). For instance, the correlation

coefficient between H values of the current study and observed heterozygote

frequency is r = 0.85 (p = 0.002) and between the number of alleles per

locus is r = 0.91 (p = 0.0002). Data reliability was also supported by the

same order of population H values, based on 22 subsets, with single markers

systematically excluded.

4.2. Diversity of microsatellites and its mutation rate

The wide range of biodiversity in the sampled populations and the high level

of polymorphism of microsatellites were reflected by the finding that even

the least polymorphic locus, MCW98 was found to be polymorphic in 69%

of the populations while four of the 22 markers were polymorphic in all 52

populations (Tab. II).

The correlation coefficients between some of the polymorphism measures

are high and very significant (r = 0.81 − 0.91, see the diagonal of Tab. III).

On the contrary, allele-size range had lower correlation coefficients with the

number of alleles per population (na) (r = 0.51, p < 0.01) and with the

expected heterozygote frequency H (r = 0.41, p > 0.05). On closer exam-

ination, for three loci, namely LEI92, MCW284 and MCW330, size ranges

are larger than expected, based on their na and H values. For LEI192, six of

the sixteen alleles across populations were present in only a single population

and two alleles in two populations. Excluding these eight alleles, reduced

the range from 74 bp to 46 bp. Similar treatment of the loci MCW284 and

MCW330 reduced the number of alleles across populations from eleven to two

and from ten to four, respectively. Similarly, allele size ranges reduced from

46 bp to 8 bp for MCW284 and from 39 bp to 30 for MCW330. These can

be interpreted either as population-specific (private) alleles or as signal peaks

in the sequencer machine that are not alleles. Discrimination between these is
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possible only by analyzing sibships, which is out of the scope of the present

report.

In studies of human genetic variation, at the continental level there is good

agreement in the ordering by region of gene diversity measures among different

kinds of markers, once ascertainment bias is removed [29,39]. The same

is true for the ordering of genetic distances among populations assessed for

different markers [29]. It is reasonable therefore to believe, that the ordering

among chicken breeds of diversity and distances seen here for microsatellites

in DNA pools would not be very different for other genetic marker systems.

The microsatellite loci used here were selected to be polymorphic for use in

gene mapping. However, Rosenberg et al. [42] obtained diversity and genetic

distance patterns for humans that largely agreed with those of Bowcock et al. [2]

even though the former study used microsatellites from a mapping set and the

latter used markers that were not selected. Ascertainment bias is, therefore, not

expected to have had a major effect on the ordering of statistics for our chicken

data.

The estimation of the mutation rate using the divergently selected (RSV)

lines is based on the assumption that the 22 microsatellite markers are not

linked to genes that are affected by the selection criteria. Weber and Wong

found a mutation rate of 5.6×10−4 for di-nucleotide loci in humans by pedigree

analysis [46]. Based on 22 di-nucleotide loci, our estimate was about five times

lower, but may underestimate the actual value since it was assumed that no

reverse or recurrent mutations occurred. Since this estimate is from a single

set of divergently selected lines, we cannot estimate confidence limits of this

rate. Further analysis of chickens is needed to provide a reliable estimate of

mutation rate.

4.3. Genetic diversity of populations

A gene diversity of 0.48 was obtained from DNA pools in a subset of 20

populations. Based on individual typing of the same subset, the frequency of

heterozygotes was 0.47 (unpublished data). These estimates are similar to the

average H in all 52 populations indicating the good reliability of our estimates.

Diversity estimates in this study are lower than the observed frequencies of

heterozygotes reported in other species using microsatellite markers. For

instance, in human populations the average heterozygote frequency ranges

between 0.7 and 0.8 [2], in cattle- 0.6 [11], in pigs- 0.68 [21] and in fish-

0.86 [16]. Although such comparisons are difficult to interpret, the lower

variability in chickens calls attention to the importance of conserving the

chicken gene pool. It is worth mentioning, however, that SNP frequency

in the chicken genome was found to be quite high and significantly higher than

that found in the human genome (unpublished data).
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4.4. Diversity between populations within types

Categorization of populations in this study was done according to the pop-

ulations’ history and their breeding purpose, which have affected the genetic

diversity. Indigenous stocks are domesticated but unselected local breeds

(type 2) that have persisted in the agricultural societies for decades or even

centuries. Their long history in certain regions might have led to specific

adaptation to local environmental conditions and genetic changes due to natural

selection and to some degree due to genetic drift as well. In practice, four out

of the five populations of type 2 had relatively high polymorphism, which may

reflect their rather large effective population size and the fact that these stocks

were not subjected to intense selection for production.

The group of standardized breeds (type 3) selected for morphological traits

covers a wide range of various breeds kept by fanciers. This type has large

variance in polymorphism levels (Tab. IV) as also reflected in the scattered

pattern of its populations in Figure 1. Based on genetically distinct local popu-

lations, pure breeds were developed that differed in many phenotypic traits such

as plumage color, plumage pattern, and comb type. Genetic changes in fancy

breeds may occur rather rapidly in these relatively small populations because of

intense selection for exhibition traits, inbreeding, crossbreeding genetic drift,

bottleneck and founder effects [17,35,36]. This complexity of histories and

breeding practices may explain the heterogeneity of polymorphism values that

characterizes type 3.

Types 4 (layers) and 5 (broilers) of chicken lines, which are selected for

quantitative traits, encompass the major commercial poultry industry. Estim-

ates for broilers (H = 0.57) were in agreement with a previous report, in which

H = 0.53 was obtained from pooled blood samples [10]. The White Leghorn

layer line in our study (sub-type 4.3) was found to have low gene diversity

(0.33), slightly higher than the value of 0.27 in the previous report [10]. Among

the layers this line had the lowest polymorphism.

In the 1940s, poultry breeding began to develop as a business. Pure bred

lines were used to develop specialized commercial breeding stocks for table

egg and meat production by applying highly efficient and intense breeding

programs. Industrial egg and meat stocks are bred by large multinational

breeding companies, and the “end products” are hybrids based mostly on four

highly selected grandparental lines. In particular during the last decades efforts

have been made to limit inbreeding in these grandparental pure bred lines [37].

Large flock sizes and limiting inbreeding may be reflected by the degree of

polymorphism of these types (4 and 5) which is comparable even to those

of populations that were not subjected to intensive breeding. It should be

noted here that the commercial lines in our study are all pure bred lines.

Therefore, their level of polymorphism can be considered as a reliable estimate

for the polymorphism of the pure-bred grandparental lines. Differences within
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types 4 and 5 might be explained by the different origin of white egg layers,

brown egg layers and broilers. White egg layers are chiefly represented by

one breed, the Single Comb White Leghorn breed, while the genetic basis

for brown egg layers has been somewhat broader, mainly coming from the

Rhode Island Red, New Hampshire, Plymouth Rock and Australorp breeds.

A similar picture is characteristic of the poultry meat production sector. The

paternal grandparent lines are mainly derived from the White Cornish breed,

while maternal grandparents are heavily based on White Plymouth Rocks. The

Cornish was developed in England from Asiatic fighting stocks, and the White

Plymouth Rock was derived from an American parent breed [6].

The low degree of gene diversity in the inbred C line resulted directly from

the brother-sister mating scheme used to develop this line and possibly from

genetic drift due to the limited effective population size.

4.5. Genetic distance measures

The three genetic distance measures which are based on gene frequencies

were in good agreement with the genetic diversity of the examined breeds,

indicating that these approaches fit the history of the domesticated chickens

well. However, the (δµ)2 approach that is based on the allele size which

is typical to microsatellites, was different and poorly correlated with other

genetic distances as well as measures of diversity. Probably the history of

the domesticated chicken does not meet the assumptions behind this approach

especially the constant population size.

4.6. Conceptual aspects of MGD

A domesticated population with a large number of alleles per locus is

expected to represent a large portion of the studied gene pool and therefore

to be genetically close to all other populations. Populations of types 1 and 2

are polymorphic and represent the gene pool well and indeed have low values

of MGD. On the contrary, populations that are relatively monomorphic cannot

reflect the whole studied gene pool and therefore will have high MGD values,

as evidenced by the inbred C line and a few populations from types 3 and 4.3.

Figure 1 shows a negative and clear association between the average number

of alleles per locus and the Cavalli-Sforza MGD values. A similar and tighter

association is apparent when gene diversity values are examined. The clear

association discussed above between polymorphism and MGD values suggests

that the approach of constructing evolutionary trees in domesticated populations

is likely to give a misleading picture of the history. This is particularly true

for rooted trees, which assume a unidirectional evolutionary process. It seems

that the processes of domestication and breeding have involved more or less

continuous and multidirectional gene flow.
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Careful examination of Figure 1 reveals that populations with a similar

number of alleles may have different MGD values. The joint distribution of

the number of alleles and MGD values can be viewed with a regression line

that will be termed a “trend line”, as in Figure 1. The unselected populations

(type 2) are highly polymorphic and located next to or below the trend line,

implying that many of their alleles are common to the studied gene pool. The

two Gallus gallus subspecies have a large number of alleles per locus but are

both located above the trend line, which implies some proportion of private

alleles. Indeed, five private alleles that are absent in the domesticated chicken

were found to be present in G. g. gallus and six such alleles in G. g. spadiceus.

4.7. The chicken ancestor and the need for conservation

It is assumed that all breeds of the domesticated chicken descend from a

single ancestor, the RJF, which originated in Southeast Asia [5,14,15]. Since

populations at the centre of origin should contain the highest diversity (as has

been shown for humans and other species [2]), RJF should present a high level

of polymorphism and also hold low values of MGD. The two sub-species of

Gallus gallus (RJF) which are represented in this study have high diversity

values and low MGD values, but not the lowest (Tab. IV and Fig. 1). These

results suggest the hypothesis that the Red Jungle Fowl is a major contributor to

the gene pool of the domesticated chicken. The presence of private alleles both

in the RJF and in the domesticated gene pool does not necessarily contradict this

hypothesis. These private alleles could result from genetic drift and separate

evolution since the onset of domestication. Additionally, private alleles of

the domesticated breeds may indicate a contribution of other wild species as

debated in Crawford [5]. In studies on the mitochondrial DNA in chickens [14,

15], the authors suggest that Gallus gallus gallus could have given rise to the

diverse breeds of the domesticated chicken, even though common patterns in

domesticated breeds and in G. g. spadiceus and G. g. bankiva are also observed.

With regards to the level of genetic polymorphism and the mean genetic

distance, the Red Jungle Fowl (Gallus gallus) appears to be an important

reservoir of the chicken polymorphism. Nevertheless, during domestication,

extensive genetic diversity has accumulated in the chicken, and this diversity is

displayed by the many breeds and strains differing in their phenotypes which

are the products of many genetic, environmental and management regimes.

A complete description of each breed or population would entail ascertaining

all genes that contribute to any phenotypic trait. It is very unlikely that such

complete knowledge can be achieved in the near future. Therefore, a more

practical alternative is needed. We believe that information from DNA markers

together with phenotypic performance and population history may provide

reliable guidelines in choosing populations for practical and for conservation

purposes. However, setting conservation priorities based exclusively on the
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diversity of molecular markers might lead to the loss of locally adapted

populations [32].

In recent years, breeders of commercial white-egg layers have been con-

cerned about reduced genetic variability and future response to selection. The

results reported in the present article support this concern, particularly for

White Leghorn breeds. The massive merging of breeding companies in recent

years should call for attention to the need for conservation of genetic variation

among breeds and lines. Appropriate strategies for conservation of populations

is out of the scope of the present report but is an important and controversial

issue [7]. Our results emphasize the need to conserve polymorphic populations

such as Yurlov Crower, the Orlov or the Finnish Landrace for the sake of

global variability, and to preserve small populations for their unique genetic

features. MGD values can assist in choosing populations most valuable for the

preservation of genetic variation.
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